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Abstract 
Jin, R. and H.J. Keisler, Game sentences and ultrapowers, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 
60 (1993) 261-274. 
We prove that if ‘21 is a model of size at most K, I.” = A, and a game sentence of length 2” is true 
in a 2h-saturated model ZX - %, then player 3 has a winning strategy for a related game in some 
ultrapower no ?I of ?I. The moves in the new game are taken in the Cartesian power ‘A, and 
the ultrafilter D over I must be chosen after the game is played. By taking advantage of the 
expressive power of game sentences, we obtain several applications showing the existence of 
ultrapowers with certain properties. In each case, it was previously known that such 
ultrapowers exist under the assumption of the GCH, and we get them without the GCH. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall use game sentences to generalize the theorem of Shelah 
[20] that if A” = A then any two elementarily equivalent models of size at most K 
have isomorphic ultrapowers by an ultrafilter over A. We shall give several 
additional applications of our main result, showing the existence of ultrapowers 
with various properties which can be expressed by infinite game sentences. 
By a game sentence of length p we shall mean a sentence of the form 
@ = @&Lp Y where each Q, is either an 3 or an V and Y is an infinite 
Boolean combination of first-order formulas. Such sentences have been studied, 
for example, in [3,10,11,12,22,23]. The game sentence Qi is true in a model ‘u if 
player 3 has a winning strategy for the following game. There are p moves. At 
move a, player Q, must choose an element X, of A. Player 3 wins the game if 
the resulting sequence (x n: (Y -C p) satisfies the formula Yin the model %!I. 
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Our main theorem, Theorem 1, is as follows. Let A = il” and let ‘u be a model 
of size at most K for a language of size less than 2h. Suppose the game sentence 
@ = (QJJ&<P Y of length 2A holds in a 2’-saturated model ZE = ‘?I. Then player 
3 has winning strategy for the game 
(Q,uJ~<~@ an ultrafilter D over A) II, X!l b Yv[ ( uaD) 01<2~] 
where the players move in the Cartesian power ‘A and player 3 chooses the 
ultrafilter D at the end of the game. 
The back and forth construction in model theory is a good example of a 
property which is expressible by an infinite game sentence. Given two elemen- 
tarily equivalent models ?I, 8 on the same universe set of size at most p, form the 
common expansion (‘?I, B) with a vocabulary having a copy of each function or 
predicate symbol for each of ‘?l and !B. Then %?I = 8 if and only if the game 
sentence 
holds in (‘8, (23) where ~j runs over all finitary formulas of the original 
vocabulary. If the model pair (3, ‘B) is p-saturated and !?l = B, the above game 
sentence is true in (3, 8). In the case that (!?I, 93) is p-saturated of size p, the 
sentence corresponds to the proof that %?l= B by the back and forth construction. 
Suppose instead that VI = ‘B and ?I, % have size SK. To show that & Vl= n, B 
for some ultrafilter D over A, it suffices to find a D such that &, (3, %) satisfies 
the above infinitary sentence with p = 2’. In fact, it also suffices to find a winning 
strategy for the game 
where w,, xa, y, and z, are chosen from the Cartesian power ‘A, because a 
winning strategy for this game against a player who plays so that the w, and y, 
exhaust *A will produce an isomorphism w,~ HX,~ of the ultrapowers. Theorem 
1 shows that there is a winning strategy for that game, and hence an ultrafilter D 
over A such that &, ?I = &, B. 
The first author of this paper realized that the construction from [20] could also 
be used to solve two problems posed in the papers [14] and [13]: to find an 
ultrapower of the reals which has a regular gap, and to find an ultrapower of the 
natural numbers in which there is a bad cut. These properties can also be 
expressed by game sentences, and are consequences of the general results in this 
paper (Applications 11 and 12). 
It was shown in [9] that, assuming the GCH, there exists an ultrafilter D over 3L 
(called a good ultrafilter) such that every ultrapower &, \?I is A+-saturated. The 
GCH was eliminated from that result by Kunen in [15]. Since any two 
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elementarily equivalent il+-saturated models of size A+ are isomorphic, it follows 
under the GCH that if 5?l, ‘% have size ~2~ and \-I = !-I?, then HI0 ?I = II, $x3 for 
some ultrafilter D over A. Shelah’s result in [20] uses methods from [15] and 
eliminates the GCH, but requires 91 and % to be of size <K rather than ~2~. 
In the paper [lo], a notion of a finite approximation of a game sentence was 
introduced, and it was shown that in a p-saturated model, if every finite 
approximation of a game sentence of length p is true then the game sentence 
itself is true. Corollary 2.4 in [12] shows that if 9JZ and 92 are p-saturated models 
with a vocabulary 3’ of size <p and Zll= Y1, then a game sentence of length <p is 
true in m if and only if it is true in %Y. Under the GCH, Theorem 1 follows at 
once by taking D to be a good ultrafilter over A, so that fl, 91 is 2rrsaturated. 
Thus the results in this paper are of independent interest only in the case that the 
GCH fails. 
This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation and 
the Vilas Trust Fund. 
2. Theorems 
Throughout this paper, we let K and h be infinite cardinals such that A” = A. 
(For example, we might have J, = 2”.) Let p be the least cardinal such that AP > A. 
(so that K < p C cf(n)). By a prefilter over A we mean a family of nonempty 
subsets of A which is closed under finite intersection. 
Definition. A pair (%, 9) is said to be K-consistent if (e E ‘$, 9 is a prefilter over 
A, and for any sequence (fs: 6 < K) of distinct elements of ‘37, any j E “p, and any 
W E 9, we have 
{iEW:fs(i)=jd; forall 6<~}#0. 
We shall use the following two lemmas concerning the existence and extension 
of K-consistent pairs. 
Lemma A (Kunen [15], Shelah [20]). There is a family % 5 “p of power 2A such 
that (%, {A}) is K-consistent. 
Lemma B (Kunen [15], Shelah [20]). Let 9 be a prefilter on A. and %’ c “r_l such 
that (%[a,~ and (%, 9) IS K-consistent. For every B c A there is a %’ c Ce and 
9’2 9 such that 1% - %‘I C/L, (%I, 9’) 1s K-consistent, and either B E 9’ or 
A-BESd’. 
The set of all ultrafilters over k is denoted by ult(A). We assume throughout 
that 9 is a language with fewer than 2* finitary function and relation symbols, 
including a unary relation symbol U, and at least 2’ variables. ?I always denotes a 
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model for _Y with a universe A and an interpretation V of CJ of size (VI < K. Given 
asequenceX=(xa:/3<2”), letX,=(xp:/3<(U). 
We now prove our main theorem, which was discussed in the Introduction. 
Theorem 1. Let 
be a game sentence where W is an infinite Boolean combination of finite formulas 
of $8. Suppose @ holds in some 2)‘-saturated model 9JI = 3. Then 
((3xol E “V>(Vy, E ‘A)),<@D E WA)) IL, 5% k V[&, Y,]. 
Consequently, for every sequence (ya E ‘A: (Y < 2*) there exists (x, E ‘V: a < 2h) 
and an ultrafilter D over A such that n, !?I F Y[Xo, Y,-,]. 
Proof. We may assume that V G ,u. Let %’ E *p be such that ]%I = 2* and (Ye, {A}) 
is K-consistent. Let P(A) = {B,: a < 2*}. We construct recursively a decreasing 
sequence of sets ((ear: a<2A), an increasing sequence of prefilters on 
A, ( gd,: cy < 2’)) and sequences of elements x, E *V, ycl E M, and ia E U” which 
all depend only on y, E *A for /3 < (Y, such that the following conditions are true. 
(1) ](eor]=2’, %$= %, and I%$- %‘,]<(LY] + 131, 
(2) gO= {A] and lad,1 s I4 + I=% 
(3) (%,, 9J is K-consistent, 
(4) For every 0 < a, either Be E ga, or A. - B, E sd,, 
(5) For each finite formula 13 with at most xP, ya, /3 < a: free, the set 
{i E h: 3 k O[X,(i), Y,(i)]} 
belongs to gd, if and only if Z?JZk O[X,, F,J. 
(6) X, is the function of (js: p < cu) chosen by the winning strategy for the 
formula @ in the model ?lR. 
Let %$, = % and C& = {A}, and when LY < 2” is a limit ordinal let %‘, = n,<, Ces 
and sd, = lJpea a,,. 
Suppose that CK < 2A and that (( Za, 53J: j3 < a) and ((x,, ya, XP, ys): p < CY) 
have already been chosen and satisfy (l)-(6). Let X,E 17~’ be as specified by (6) 
at (Y + 1, and let r be the type realized in Y.R by X,, y,, X, 
Claim. There exists %’ G ye, with I %“I s IayI + 1.2~ such that for all distinct elements 
x,andfs,6<~,of(e,-%‘,allj~Ku,al18~~,andallW~9d,, 
{i E W: x,(i) E V, 3 k t3[X,(i), x,(i), YU(i)] and (V6 < K) f6(i) = js} # 0. 
Proof of Claim. Suppose not. By repeatedly using the negation of the claim 
(la] + 131)’ times, we obtain xY,, f$E(e,, jgEV, P’Er, and WYe9Jd, for 
y < (I aI + IYI)’ and 6 < K, such that the x’, and f s are all distinct, and for each 
Y, 
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(7) {i E WY: xl;(i) E V, !?I F 13”[X,(i), x:(i), Y,(i)], and (V6 < K) fg(i) =ig} = 0. 
Since lgdal < Ial + 1.3’1 and there are at most 1 aI+ 131 nonequivalent formulas 
with at most {x,, ys: 6 c a} free, we may assume that all the IV’ and By are the 
same, say w and 6. By (5), we may also assume that 
(8) (Vi E w) % k (3x, E V) @X,(i), Ya(i)]. 
Let V = {a,: q < K}. Since (%,, ga,) is K-consistent, there exists i E w such that 
(9) Xi;(i) = uy and fJ(i) = jJ for all y, 6 <K. 
By (8) we may choose (ly E V such that 
(10) 3 b a[X,(i), ay, Y-(i)]. 
(9) and (10) contradict (7), and the Claim is proved. 0 
Let %’ be as in the Claim. Choose g in W,- %‘, and take X,E *V so that 
xa(i) =g(i) whenever g(i) E V. Let %A = Ze, - ((e’ U {g}) and let 9: be the 
prefilter generated by 
SSa,U {{i c il: ‘21 k e[X,(i), Y,(i), x,(i)]}: 8 E r}. 
Note that lB;l < 1~1 + 1.3?1. Moreover, Tis closed under finite conjunctions. From 
this and the Claim, it follows that (%?A, 9;) is K-consistent. 
Now let y, E ‘A. By repeated use of Lemma B, there is a pair ((e,,,, sa,+,) 
such that (e,,, G V?h, ga,+, :, BL, (l)-(4) hold at LY + 1, and for each finite 
formula 8 with at most xp, yP, p G (Y free, either the set 
{i E A: 2l k ~[X,+i(i), Y,+i(i)l) 
or its complement belongs to gd,+,. By 2*-saturation there exists jj= E M such that 
(5) holds at (Y + 1. Thus (l)-(6) hold at (Y + 1, and the induction is complete. By 
(4)-(6), the ultrafilter D = lJ, $@a has the required properties. 0 
Remark. In Theorem 1, it does not matter which 2’-saturated model ??.R = !?I is 
used, because in [12] it is shown that any two elementarily equivalent 2hsaturated 
models satisfy the same game sentences of length ~2~. 
It is easily seen that the conjunction of at most 2’ game sentences of the form 
@ in Theorem 1 is equivalent to a single game sentence of that form. Hint: 
rename bound variables so that each sentence has distinct variables, and combine 
the 2A game quantifiers into a single game quantifier of length ~2~ in such a way 
that the relative order of any pair of variables is preserved. 
The next theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1 which shows that in the 
special case that the inside formula Y is a conjunction of a set of finite formulas, 
we may work directly with the original model ?I and bypass the 2’-saturated 
model ZIR. 
Definition. Consider an infinitary formula 
@ = ((%X E W’dY,)),<P ?J VJj 
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where each vi is a finite formula of 3. A finite approximation of @ is a formula 
where K is a finite subset of J. The bound variables which do not occur in qj for 
i E K are omitted, so that # is finite. 
Theorem 2. Let 
be a sentence where Y is a conjunction of a set of finite formulas of 3. Suppose 
each finite approximation of @ holds in ‘21. Then 
Proof. By [17], there exists a 2’-saturated model %R = !!l. It is shown in [lo] that if 
every finite approximation of @ holds in 8, then !E k @. The results now follows 
from Theorem 1. 0 
While some of the applications of Theorem 1 at the end of this paper will be 
simple cases where Y is a conjunction of finite formulas, in many of the 
applications Y will not be of that form. Our next theorem will show that if the 
game sentence @ does not have too many universal quantifiers, then the 
ultrafilter D may be chosen before the game rather than after the game. First we 
need a technical lemma concerning mappings from trees to 2? 
Lemma 3. Let p be a limit ordinal ~2’ and let S c p be such that S # 0 and for all 
a<p, 2 lSna’ c 2A, For each a < p let 
T, = {t E ,(2’U {*}): t(P) E 2*for p E S and t(P) = {*} for /3 C# S}, 
and 
T = U T,. 
Q-+ 
Then there is a bijection j : T --, 2A such that for all s, t E T, ifs G t then j(s) <j(t). 
Proof. Let CY(~ be the least element of S. For a > CV,, we have 
zA < 1 T’I < (2h)lS”“1 c (21S”n9* < @*)A = zh_ 
Let T,= {ti: p < 2*} and T = {t!: CY < p, /3 < 2’) with no repetitions. Define a 
well-ordering =S on T by putting tE< tt iff 
max(a, /3) < max(y, 6) v [max(a; /3) = max(y, 6) A (p < 6 v (p = 6 A CXG y))]. 
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Since each proper initial segment of (T, <) has size <2* and T has size 2”, there 
is a unique order isomorphism i : (T, =c) = (2’, G). For each t E T, let h(t) be the 
<-least u E T such that t E u. Then t E h(t), h(t) = h(h(t)), and h(t) St. Define 
the binary relation s on T by 
s Q t iff [h(s) d h(t) A (h(s) = h(t) Js E t)]. 
Let R = {u E T: h(u) = u}. For each u E R, h-‘(u) 5 {t E T: t E u}, and hence 
h-‘(u) is well ordered by E. The restriction of a to h-‘(u) is the same as the 
restriction of E to h-‘(u), so e well orders h-‘(u) for each u E R. Since s a t 
whenever h(s) =5 h(t) and h(s) # h(t), it follows that G well orders T. For each 
u = t!E R, the set h-‘(u) has size at most Ia + 11 G Ii(u) + 11, and therefore the 
set {t E T: t CJ u} has size at most [(i(u) + 1)‘l < 2’. Hence s has order type 2A, 
and there is a unique order isomorphism j: (T, a) = (2*, a). If s E t then 
s c t c h(t), so h(s) 6 h(t); therefore s ,a t and j(s) c j(t), as required. 0 
Corollary 4. Let p, S, and T, be as in Lemma 3, and let 
T= U T,+,. a<tJ 
Then there is a bijection j : T + 2h such that for all s, t E T, ifs c t then j(s) <j(t)_ 
Definition. For each sentence 
@ = ((3% E U)(VY&<, y 
where Y is an infinite Boolean combination of finite formulas of 3, and each 
S c p, let Qs be the formula formed by deleting all quantifiers Vya for a E p - S. 
Recall that 3 has fewer than 2” finitary function and relation symbols and that 
!?l has universe A and an interpretation V of lJ of size [VI C K. 
Theorem 5. Let IA / s 2A and let ?!JJt be a 2’-saturated model such that 9.X = %?I. Let 
Qi = ((3-&E WVYJ),<, y 
be a sentence, where Y is an infinite Boolean combination of finite formulas of 9, 
and p is a Jimit ordinal ~2’. Let S c p with 21s”“’ 6 2’for all a: < p. Zf m k di, then 
for every sequence (ycl E *A: (Y E p - S), there exists an ultrafilter D over A such 
that 
no ‘)I k @s[(_Yao: a E p - S)]. 
Proof. Let k map 2* onto A, and let T and j be as in Corollary 4. We shall apply 
Theorem 1. Let B be the set of all branches of T and let @’ be the sentence 
@’ = ((3U, E U)(vvy))y<Z”boB y(Ui(blcr+l), 2rj(bla+l): Ly< P). 
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By using the strategy Uj(t) = X,(ujci(tlp+i): /3 < (u) whenever t E T has level (Y + 1, 
where X, is chosen according to the strategy for @ in !.lkY, we see that CD’ holds in 
m. By Theorem 1, we have 
(*) ((3u,, E *V)(Vv, E *A)),<,* (30 E ult(n)) 
lIDBkboB y[Uj(bla+l)Dt uj(bIm+l)D: a<Pl. 
Let y, E ‘A for (Y E p - S. Apply the strategy for (*) where player V plays as 
follows when y =i(t) and t has level cr + 1. If (Y E p - S, then v,, = y,. If a: E S, 
then u, = k(t(a)). Each assignment of the universally quantified variables y,, 
cx E S, is represented by a branch b of the tree T. It follows that the ultrafilter D 
from (*) will have the required property that n, ?I k a,[(~,,: (Y 4 S)]. 0 
Our last result in this section shows that Theorem 5 holds for a conjunction of 
at most 2A game sentences. 
Corollary 6. Let jA( 6 2A and let %R be a 2’-saturated model such that !?JI = ‘8. For 
each 6 < 2h, let ps, S,, and 
@s = ((%, E wvY&x))a<pa qC5 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5. Zf m k l\6C2h C&, then for every sequence 
(ysol E ‘A: 6 < 2A, cy E ps - S, ) , there exists an ultrafilter D over A such that 
rID ?J k 60*h @s,HY&C 6 < 2*, a E Ps - &)I. 
Proof. Modify the proof of Theorem 5 as follows. For each S ~2~~ form a tree 
T* and a sentence CPA as in Theorem 5. By interleaving quantifiers, form a single 
game sentence of length 2’ which is equivalent to the conjunction /\6<2k @A. 
Then argue as in Theorem 5, but keeping track of which tree T” is associated 
with which variables uy and vy. Cl 
3. Applications 
The following applications are proved by applying Theorem 1, 2, or 5 to the 
indicated infinitary formula @. 
Application 1 (Shelah [20]). For any two models ‘8 = % of size SK, there exists 
an ultrafilter D over A such that &, %?l= n, %?. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 or 2 where 9 is the language of the model pair (?I, !8) 
and CD is the formula 
((va, E A)(3bol E B)(W e B)(~G E A))01<2~ 
A [qT(a, C)W $Jy(b, d): qj is finitary]. 
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The construction of the required isornorphism was sketched in the Introduction in 
the case that the models %!l and 93 are on the same universe. When % and 53 are 
on different universes, the argument is modified by adding predicates A and B for 
the universes of ‘8 and 53 to the language for the model pair (‘?I, 93), and using 
relativized quantifiers such as (Va, E A) in @, so that whoever moves outside the 
right model loses. Cl 
Application 2 (Shelah [20]). If A. 3 Xw and 2’ G 2A for all Y < p, there exists an 
ultrafilter D over h such that nD (V,(N), E) has the p-isomorphism property (cf. 
Henson [4]). 
Proof. In the language {E}, apply Theorem 1 or 2 where @ is a game formula 
equivalent to the conjunction over all vocabularies 3 of size <p of the formulas 
V% V%? ((Vu, E A)(3ba E B)(Vd, E B)(3cm E A))Ly<2h 
A [?/JT(a, C)e T#(b, d): ~j is finitary]. 0 
Application 3 (Shelah [21]). If 2” < 2’ for all Y < p then there exists an ultrafilter 
D over h such that for every model 8 of size SK with 15’1 < p, II, l?l is 
p-saturated. 
Proof. Take @ to be the formula 
where F, is the set of all sets Y of finitary formulas of .9 whose set of free 
variables is included in {ya: p < (Y}. @ holds in a model for 3 if and only if that 
model is p-saturated. By hypotheses, each set F, has size <2’, so there are 2* 
conjuncts and we may apply Corollary 6 with S = p. 0 
As a special case, if 2” G 2’ for all Y < 2h, then there exists an ultrafilter D over 
il such that for each % of size SK with lZl< 2”, n, %?I is 2hsaturated of size 2’. 
Application 4. Suppose IAl S K, IB( S 2*, and %!l= 53. There is an ultrafilter D 
over ;3. such that n, ‘3 is elementarily embeddable in II, 2I. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 or 2 to the model pair (‘?I, LI3), where @ is the formula 
((VyJ(% E A))~<P A [ qj(X) @ wj(Y): wj is a finite formula]. 0 
Application 5. Suppose IAl =G K and JBJ G 2’. If every finite existential sentence 
true in 93 is true in 8, then there is an ultrafilter D over il such that & ‘8 is 
isomorphically embeddable into II, ?I. 
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Proof. Use the game sentence analogous to the preceding example but with the 
formulas qj being atomic. 0 
Application 6. Suppose IAI, IB 1 G K and every positive sentence holding in ‘8 
holds in 53. There is an ultrafilter D over A such that IID % is a homomorphic 
image of FI, ?I. 
Proof. In the model pair (‘?I, !J3), apply Theorem 1 or 2 where CD is the sentence 
(Pa, E A)(== E NV& E W(K E A))or<~ 
/\ [r/f’(a, c) * I&s(b, d): l)j is an atomic formula]. Cl 
Application 7. There is an ultrafilter D over A such that rlD N has cofinality 
cf(2’). More generally, if cf(p) G K, there is an ultrafilter D over h such that 
IID (p, C) has cofinality cf(2*). (By contrast, it was shown in [6] that there are 
nonstandard universes of size 2’ which have the isomorphism property but in 
which the hyperintegers do not have cofinality cf(2A)). 
Proof. Let B G p be a cofinal subset of size SK. In the model (p, B, s), take 
and apply Theorem 1 or 2 taking y, to enumerate “/3. 0 
Application 8. Let ?I = (A, C) b e an upward directed partially ordered set of 
size SK. There is an ultrafilter D over A such that rID !?I is cf(2*)-upward directed, 
that is, every set of size <cf(2*) has an upper bound. In fact, there is a sequence 
X U-D? LY < 2* which is increasing with respect to the relation < in nD !?I such that 
for each yD E HI0 A there exists (Y < 2* with yD C x,~. 
Here are three special cases. (a) Let IB( SK and let ‘$I = ([B]<“, B, E) be the 
family of all finite subsets of B. Then there is an ultrafilter D over A such that for 
every Y c n, B of size (Y] < cf(2’) there exists a hyperfinite set X E nD ([B]<“) 
with Y E X. 
(b) Let B be the set of all Bore1 subsets of R. There is an ultrafilter D over A 
such that in fl, (B, R, E), each union of fewer than cf(2A) sets of infinitesimal 
*Lebesgue measure is contained in a set of infinitesimal *Lebesgue measure. 
(c) There is an ultrafilter D over il such that in nD (B, R, E ), each union of 
fewer than cf (2’) *meager sets is included in a *meager set. 
Proof. This is similar to the preceding application but with 
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Application 9. There is an ultrafilter D over A such that n, N - N has coinitiality 
cf (23 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 with @ being the sentence 
Application 10. There is an ultrafilter D over A such that in n, R or II, N, for 
every initial segment U of cofinality 6 where 26 < 2’, the complement of U has 
coinitiality cf(2’). 
Proof. This is a generalization of the preceding application which uses Corollary 
6 instead of Theorem 1. We give the proof for R . Let p be the least cardinal such 
that 2p > 2’. For each 6 < p, let @a be the sentence 
By Corollary 6, there is an ultrafilter D over A such that /j++ as holds in 
rrD (R, Q, q. 0 
Application 11. There is an ultrafilter D over A. such that n, R has a regular gap, 
that is, a proper initial segment U such that U has no supremum but for every 
y > 0 in &, lR there exists x E U such that x + y $ U. The existence of nonar- 
chimedean real closed ordered fields without a regular gap follows from Scott 
[19]. Zakon [24] asked whether regular gaps occur in nonstandard universes. 
Under the GCH, the existence of ultrapowers of R, and hence nonstandard 
universes, with a regular gap was shown by Kamo [7]. The problem of whether it 
can be proved within ZFC that there are ultrapowers of R! with regular gaps 
appears in [14]. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result with (a,, c) in place of (R, c). Take @ to 
be the sentence 
and apply Theorem 1 or 2. 0 
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Application 12. There is an ultrafilter D over A such that &, N has a proper 
initial segment U such that 2.x E U whenever x E U, for all infinite y E &, N there 
exists x E U such that xy $ U, U has cofinality cf(2*), and the complement of U 
has coinitiality cf(2*). In the terminology of the paper [13], U is a bad cut. This 
and the following example were shown to hold in some ultrapower of N assuming 
the GCH in [13], and were shown within ZFC to hold in some nonstandard 
universe in [5]. 
Proof. Let @ be the sentence 
Now apply Theorem 1. 0 
Application 13. There is an ultrafilter D over h. such that n, N has cuts M closed 
under multiplication such that, in the notation of [13], 
N #J(M) = E(M) # M, 
N #J(M) # E(M) = M, 
N #J(M) # E(M) # M, 
FV #J(M) = E(M) = M, 
Proof. Take a @ formalizing the construction used for Proposition 7.7 of 
[13]. 0 
Application 14. Assume K > 2” and consider a model VI = (US U R, B, R, E, . . . ) 
where B is the set of Bore1 subsets of R. The Loeb measure on an ultrapower 
&, R induced by the Lebesque measure 4’ : B + R’ was introduced in Loeb [16]. 
By definition, a set X G &, R has outer Loeb measure 
inf{r l R: e(y) SrforsomeX~yEIJDB}, 
and inner Loeb measure 
sup{r E R: e(y) 2 r for some X 3y E rID B}. 
There is an ultrafilter D over il such that n, IR has a subset X of outer Loeb 
measure 00 with the property that for every set Y c &, R of finite Loeb measure, 
X fl Y is contained in a *finite set and X II Y has size <2* (and hence X n Y is a 
Loeb null set). 
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Proof. Take @ to say 
(G&E R)WrE rw)(VY,E @)Ly<@ 
and apply Theorem 1. X will be the set {x,~: cx < 2*}. 0 
Ross [18] showed that the existence of an X of outer Loeb measure ~0 which 
meets each set of finite Loeb measure in a Loeb null set follows from the special 
model axiom, and Shelah recently showed that it also follows from the 
isomorphism property. As in the paper of Ross, this result also holds with the 
usual Loeb measure on II, Iw replaced by any internal finitely additive measure 
on a set B such that the measure of B is infinite and the measure of each singleton 
is infinitesimal. 
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